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The Politics of Technopols: Resources,
Political Competence and Collective
Leadership in Chile, –
ALF R E D O J O IG NA NT *
Abstract. This article systematically analyses the inner circle of the coalition that
governed Chile between  and . To this end, it takes the notion of ‘technopol’
and transforms it into a sociological category by clearly identifying the nature of the
‘technical’ and ‘political’ resources of  agents who served as ministers and undersecretaries in key government posts. Over two decades these agents provided the
governing coalition, the Concertación, with a form of collective leadership. The article
thus shows that only this small group of powerful agents can be termed technopols since
only they exhibited ‘tech’ and ‘pol’ resources as well as a particular form of political
competence, making it possible to diﬀerentiate them from technocrats and politicians.
Keywords: technopols, political competence, political resources, academic credentials,
collective leadership, Chile

Introduction
The victory of Sebastián Piñera and his right-wing Coalición por el Cambio
(Coalition for Change) in a fairly close second-round presidential election
marked the end of  years of government (–) by the centre-left
Concertación, a four-party coalition that had triumphed in four successive
presidential elections. Two decades of government by the same coalition is
unusual anywhere in the world, and a true rarity in Latin America. Without
wishing to revive the vague thesis of the ‘Chilean exception’ that has for years
been so fashionable among ﬁrst-world academics and policy-makers, it is
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For example, Collier and Sater start their inﬂuential History of Chile by aﬃrming that this
Southern Cone country was characterised by a ‘track record of political stability, institutional
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useful to explain the reasons for the Concertación’s long hegemony. To this
end, it is important to look at a speciﬁc group of agents whose common
denominator is that they provided guidance and collective leadership both to
the government coalition and to the parties that formed it. This small and
particular group of agents can be characterised using the ‘technopol’ category
so as to highlight their competence and power over the parties as well as their
prominent role in the policy-making process, based on the resources of a
‘technical’ and ‘political’ nature that they demonstrate. This article, therefore,
seeks to present a systematic analysis of the group, which requires identifying
them clearly on the basis of the resources that they, and only they, possess.
In order to understand these agents it is useful to start by discussing the
‘technopol’ category, a term used quite often in the social scientiﬁc literature,
in order to deﬁne the exact scope I give it and the way I select the empirical
individuals to be included in it. Subsequently, this essay will examine the relationship between these agents, their capital and the nature of their collective
leadership over the parties and the policy-making process. My hypothesis is
that the Concertación’s sustained electoral success and its two decades in
government were due to a signiﬁcant extent to the existence of a cohesive
network of technopols operating under conditions that were inherited from
the previous Pinochet regime but were also modiﬁed by their actions.
Origin of the Concept: The Technopols as Agents and Resources for Reform
As is well known, the term ‘technopol’ was coined by Domínguez and
Feinberg at the beginning of the s and was subsequently popularised by
Williamson in the context of the design of the reform programme for Latin
America that was to become known as the Washington Consensus. The term





continuity notably greater than that of the majority of Iberoamerican Republics and even, it
should be added, European countries such as, for example, France’: Simon Collier and
William E. Sater, Historia de Chile, – (Madrid: Cambridge University Press, ),
p. ; and A History of Chile, – (New York and Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, ).
For the purposes of this study I take the deﬁnition of the policy-making process given by
Stein and colleagues, under which it ‘can be understood as a succession of bargains among
political actors, interacting in formal and informal arenas’ and as encompassing ‘the process
by which policies are discussed, approved and implemented’ through ‘negotiations’ and
‘transactions’: Ernesto Stein et al., La política de las políticas públicas: progreso económico y
social en América Latina (Washington, DC: BID, David Rockefeller Center for Latin
American Studies and Editorial Planeta, ), pp. , .
John Williamson, ‘Democracy and the “Washington Consensus”’, World Development, : 
(), pp. –; ‘In Search of a Manual for Technopols’, in Williamson (ed.), The
Political Economy of Policy Reform (Washington, DC: Institute for International Economics,
), pp. –; and ‘From Reform Agenda to Damaged Brand Name’, Finance and
Development, :  (Sep. ), pp. –.
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probably owes its success to the extraordinary fortunes of both this reform
programme and the name under which it was known, which should, according
to Williamson, be understood as a reference to the economic mainstream at a
given moment in time, not to an ideology. This is often forgotten, giving rise
even today to many disagreements and much confusion between what
corresponds to a scientiﬁc discipline and what is intrinsic to an ideological
conception.
In these early papers, Williamson envisages a certain group of economists as
technopols as distinct from ‘technocrats’. A technocrat, also an economist, is a
person who ‘uses his or her professional and technical skills in government
with a view to creating and managing an economic system that will further the
general good’. Technopols are ‘those technocrats who have taken the risk of
accepting political appointments’. In other words, the diﬀerence between
technocrats and technopols is not their participation in government (since this
is common to both categories) but rather the type of positions they hold and
the way in which they fulﬁl these roles.
This functional deﬁnition of a technopol does have a serious limitation,
however, since it means that membership of the category depends exclusively
on the magic wand of political appointment. In this context, Domínguez, one
of the authors who deﬁnitively established the category, focuses on the
characteristics of its members rather than on their positions. Noting that
‘technopols fear politics much less’ than technocrats because, in their view,
‘a rational policy is not just technically correct but also politically enduring’,
he has chosen to study their political skills. For this purpose, Domínguez and
his colleagues studied a small universe of technopols, using in-depth interviews
and secondary and biographic information to show that they ‘gained power








Williamson, ‘From Reform Agenda’.
To the point of concealing the indissociably normative and ideological aspects that underpin
this ‘consensus’: see Dani Rodrik, ‘Goodbye Washington Consensus. Hello Washington
Confusion? A Review of the World Bank’s “Economic Growth in the s: Learning from
a Decade of Reform”’, Journal of Economic Literature, :  (), pp. –. For a
sophisticated analysis of the type of cosmopolitan and transnational elite that emerged
behind this consensus, see Yves Dezalay, ‘Les courtiers de l’international: héritiers
cosmopolites, mercenaires de l’impérialisme et missionnaires de l’universel’, Actes de la
Recherche en Sciences Sociales, – (), pp. –.
This is a deﬁnition of technocracy that is congruent with that provided by Centeno,
although he does not refer explicitly to economists: ‘the administrative and political
domination of a society by a state elite and allied institutions that seek to impose a single,
exclusive policy paradigm based on the application of instrumentally rational techniques’,
reﬂecting an ‘ideology of method’. Miguel Angel Centeno, ‘The New Leviathan: The
Dynamics and Limits of Technocracy’, Theory and Society,  (), pp. , .
Williamson, ‘In Search of a Manual for Technopols’, p. .
Jorge I. Domínguez (ed.), Technopols: Freeing Politics and Markets in Latin America in the
s (University Park, PA: Penn State University Press, ), p. .
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thanks to their association with political parties’. Although these technopols
were mostly economists and, in a few cases, social scientists familiar with the
economic mainstream, this study interestingly attempts to identify a particular
type of capacity or, rather, competence common to these agents. This
competence is at the same time both technical and political – or, in other
words, corresponds to two types of resources (‘tech’ and ‘pol’) that converge in
the same category (‘technopol’) to describe a speciﬁc group of agents.
What are these ‘technopolic’ resources and skills that can be used to identify
a particular group of agents whose performance in government positions of
political trust is often described as decisive? Williamson identiﬁes these agents
as having two types of ‘skills’: those of ‘a successful applied economist, able to
judge what institutions and policies are needed in speciﬁc circumstances in
order to further economic objectives’, and those of ‘a successful politician, able
to persuade others to adopt the policies’ that he or she considers necessary.
For some authors working on Latin American countries, technopols – who,
in the literature, continue to be mainly economists – can be identiﬁed by
comparing ‘old politics’ with the ‘new economy’ in the sense of the implementation of liberalisation and market-opening reforms. This is a distinction
which reﬂects the rivalry that was resolved in Argentina and Brazil through a
successful alliance between ‘traditional politicians’ and ‘economic reformers’.
This conclusion is acceptable providing one understands the nature of this
alliance (assuming that we know what is ‘traditional’ and what is ‘modern’)
and how politics as such (traditional or otherwise) converges with the intrinsic
characteristics of technopols. Treisman addresses only the ﬁrst of these issues.
He shows that, in Argentina and Brazil, economic reforms were achieved
through the use of ‘particular political strategies’ chosen by the leaders – that
is, through co-opting and expropriation of resources. Treisman’s thesis is made
under the assumption that Menem and Cardoso ‘would have read






Ibid., p. .
It is not a coincidence that the cast of technopols studied by the team led by Domínguez
comprises principally Latin American economists who served as ﬁnance minister in their
respective countries (Pedro Aspe in Mexico, Domingo Cavallo in Argentina, Alejandro
Foxley in Chile). The noteworthy exception is Fernando Henrique Cardoso who, as well as
being a sociologist and ﬁnance minister, was also president of Brazil. For an analysis of the
complexities related to the notion of ‘political competence’ in sociology and political science,
see Alfredo Joignant, ‘Pour une sociologie cognitive de la compétence politique’, Politix:
Revue des Sciences Sociales du Politique,  (), pp. –; and ‘Compétence politique et
bricolage: les formes profanes du rapport au politique’, Revue Française de Science Politique,
:  (), pp. –.
Williamson, ‘In Search of a Manual for Technopols’, p. .
Francisco Panizza, ‘Beyond “Delegative Democracy”: “Old Politicians” and “New
Economics” in Latin America’, Journal of Latin American Studies, :  (), pp. –
; Judith Teichman, ‘Merging the Modern and the Traditional: Market Reform in Chile
and Argentina’, Comparative Politics, :  (), pp. –.
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Machiavelli’, since the actions of both reveal a certain idea of virtù, which I
will refer to here as a particular form of political competence.
It is this political competence of the technopols that Wallis analyses in the
context of the implementation under governments of diﬀerent colours of the
so-called ‘New Zealand experiment’ of far-reaching economic reforms, applied
gradually from  onwards rather than as a ‘big bang’. Although the most
visible role in the reform process was played by two ﬁnance ministers, with
ﬁrm support from their heads of government, the key to the process lay in a
network of technopols, government agencies and ‘cognitive institutions’ that
worked together to promote ‘cohesive action’. In this sense, although
technopols tend to form a small group, their political competence based on
‘tech’ and ‘pol’ resources allowed them to fulﬁl the role of coordinators of an
‘informal network’ in which they converged with individuals and institutions
that ‘collectively provided the policy leadership’ and among which reform and
policy ideas could circulate.
In order to draw up a proﬁle of a technopol it is essential to place this agent
at the meeting point between political practice and expert activity and between
political know-how and the expertise of applied science, at the most disaggregated level of public action. A recent study by Marier is important in examining the interaction between politicians and experts within the framework of
Sweden’s complex pension reform. He takes the notion of ‘epistemic
community’ coined by Haas and extends its meaning and application precisely
to the areas where the political and technical spheres meet or, in the case
analysed in this article, where technopols and experts meet. Technopols as
understood by Marier are, therefore, agents who interact eﬀectively with both
their political peers and their expert counterparts during complex policymaking processes and in the framework of diﬃcult negotiating situations.
But who exactly are the technopols? How can they be identiﬁed with precision and distinguished from technocrats and from professional politicians?







Daniel Treisman, ‘Cardoso, Menem, and Machiavelli: Political Tactics and Privatisation in
Latin America’, Studies in Comparative International Development, :  (), p. .
Joe Wallis, ‘Understanding the Role of Leadership in Economic Policy Reform’, World
Development, :  (), pp. –.
Wallis, ‘Understanding the Role of Leadership’, p. . Santiso and Whitehead understand
‘cognitive institutions’ as a set of state and non-state agencies that ‘collect, process, analyze
and deliver the kind of information about a society that is necessary to monitor and interpret
the impact of policy measures and to adjust or reformulate them when they prove ineﬀective
or counterproductive’: Javier Santiso and Laurence Whitehead, ‘Ulysses, the Sirens and the
Art of Navigation: Political and Technical Rationality in Latin America’, OECD Working

Ibid., p. .
Paper no.  (Paris: OECD, ), p. .
Patrik Marier, ‘Empowering Epistemic Communities: Specialised Politicians, Policy Experts
and Policy Reform’, West European Politics, :  (), pp. –.
Peter M. Haas, ‘Introduction: Epistemic Communities and International Policy
Coordination’, International Organisation, :  (), pp. –.
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In order to answer these questions, it is not suﬃcient to look just at the
institutional conditions in which they operate. What is required is a serious
look at the type of political competence that is so characteristic of technopols,
examining the resources they have at their disposal after political and social
processes of internalisation of a speciﬁc habitus. The concept of habitus has its
origin in the work of Pierre Bourdieu and refers to social schemata of
perception as well as diﬀerent types of skills for inhabiting and participating in
the political and social world. This habitus is the result of socialisation
processes and the social conditions of existence, explaining why socialised
individuals in similar contexts share a common perception of the world, giving
rise to true groups bound by an esprit de corps. In the case of the technopols,
this habitus and the political competence to which it gives rise means that they
can be deﬁned as agents in whom rational resources converge with political
resources. Rational resources are usually prestigious university credentials that
demonstrate the individual’s internalisation of some speciﬁc mainstream
discipline; or, in the absence of such credentials, they are acquired through
regular contact with intellectuals and familiarity with their work. Political
resources equip technopols with the ability to exercise a collective inﬂuence on
the policy-making process as well as the management of government and the
political party – or coalition – to which they belong. The cosmopolitan
dimension of the technopols’ habitus was highlighted by Dezalay and Garth
in order to draw attention to both the mobility of these agents in the framework of transnational networks and the international circulation of ideas for
governing which they appropriate and adapt locally in their own countries.
This implies that technopols, and only technopols, have speciﬁc resources as
well as a particular way of acting and a special political competence.
Veriﬁcation of the empirical validity of this deﬁnition calls for the study of
individual technopols and the collective leadership they form in order to
demonstrate their method of involvement in the areas where political knowhow and scientiﬁc expertise meet and to identify precisely the ‘tech’ and ‘pol’
resources that are at the root of their practices.





Pierre Bourdieu, La distinction: critique sociale du jugement (Paris: Minuit, ); and Le sens
pratique (Paris: Minuit, ).
Alfredo Joignant, ‘Agent, structure et cognition: questions de recherche à partir de la
sociologie de Pierre Bourdieu et Anthony Giddens’, Cahiers Internationaux de Sociologie, 
(), pp. –.
Yves Dezalay and Bryant G. Garth, The Internationalization of Palace Wars: Lawyers,
Economists, and the Contest to Transform Latin American States (Chicago, IL: University of
Chicago Press, ). In this sense it is possible to relate the study of technopols with the
research agenda of ‘government sciences’, which studies ‘ideas in action or, in other words, in
practical applications and concrete uses’: Olivier Ihl, Martine Kaluszynski and Gilles Pollet,
‘Pour une sociohistoire des sciences du gouvernement’, in Ihl, Kaluszynski and Pollet (eds.),
Les sciences du gouvernement (Paris: Economica, ), p. .
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The Chilean Technopols: Genesis of Capital, Use of Resources
and Eﬃcacy of Political Competence
The literature on technopols shows that their role is particularly marked in
situations where far-reaching economic reforms – usually aimed at fostering
conditions for the development of a free market – are at stake. In the case of
Chile, however, it was not so much implementation of reforms of this type
that was at stake as the maintenance of the existing economic and social order
and the country’s transition to democracy, a process that began formally with
the election of President Patricio Aylwin (–). These were the two overriding issues of this period and, moreover, had to be addressed simultaneously.
The ﬁrst of these issues involved the so-called ‘Chilean model’, whose
construction dates back to the second half of the s. Its adoption implied
abandoning the import substitution model in favour of a set of free-market
reforms (opening the economy to foreign trade and investment, massive
privatisation of state enterprises, strict control of inﬂation, deregulation of the
ﬁnancial and labour markets, and so forth). These early neoliberal reforms
were based on an economic doctrine that established a true ‘intellectual
jurisdiction’, deﬁnitively displacing the ECLAC school of thought. This
model and its implementation had their origin in the so-called Chicago Boys, a
group of economists who had trained at important US universities and were
deeply inﬂuenced by the thought of Milton Friedman. In the literature on
this model, there tends to be some confusion about these agents of reform,
who are generally referred to both as ‘technocrats’ and as ‘technopols’, almost
as if the terms were synonyms. This confusion is explained by the importance of the university credentials and ‘tech’ resources that are found in
both types of agents, rendering them equivalent from this point of view.







John Markoﬀ and Verónica Montecinos, ‘The Ubiquitous Rise of Economists’, Journal of
Public Policy, :  (), p. .
Verónica Montecinos and John Markoﬀ, ‘From the Power of Economic Ideas to the Power
of Economists’, in Miguel Angel Centeno and Fernando Lópes-Alves (eds.), The Other
Mirror: Grand Theory Through the Lens of Latin America (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, ).
Juan Gabriel Valdés, Pinochet’s Economists: The Chicago School of Economics in Chile
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, ); Carlos Huneeus, ‘Technocrats and
Politicians in an Authoritarian Regime: The “ODEPLAN Boys” and the “Gremialists” in
Pinochet’s Chile’, Journal of Latin American Studies, :  (), pp. –; Carlos
Huneeus, El régimen de Pinochet (Santiago: Editorial Sudamericana, ). On the way in
which neoliberal ideas were transmitted, see François Denord, ‘Le prophète, le pèlerin et le
missionnaire: la circulation internationale du néo-libéralisme et ses acteurs’, Actes de la
Recherche en Sciences Sociales,  (), pp. –.
Despite his interest in the subject, this sometimes appears to be the case in the work of Silva:
Patricio Silva, ‘Technocrats and Politics in Chile: From the Chicago Boys to the CIEPLAN
Monks’, Journal of Latin American Studies, :  (), pp. –; ‘Los tecnócratas y la
política en Chile: pasado y presente’, Revista de Ciencia Política, :  (), pp. –.
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However, this ignores the fact that a technopol also has political resources,
generally in the form of previously held positions of formal power in a political
party or parties before joining the government, which is precisely not a
characteristic of a technocrat. In this sense, it is a mistake to classify Chile’s
Chicago Boys as technopols because, although possessing ‘tech’ resources, they
certainly did not have political resources acquired from prior party careers.
With the arrival of democracy, the Chilean model posed a challenge for the
technopols who entered government from  onwards since the model
could not be changed (given the risk of regression to authoritarianism that this
would have involved) nor conserved in its entirety (due to the political and
electoral costs this would have entailed in terms of the Concertación’s
grassroots support). Room for manoeuvre was therefore very limited, calling
for remarkable ‘abilities’ and ‘skills’ on the part of the technopols – or rather, a
special competence.
A second issue had to do with the general political process of making a
successful transition to democracy within an inherited and restrictive
constitutional framework that placed the new civil authorities under military
jurisdiction with Pinochet as commander-in-chief of the army until . In
addition, popular sovereignty was limited by a number of ‘authoritarian
enclaves’ in the form of nine non-elected senators and institutions such as the
National Security Council, and by collective actors with veto power such as
the military and the business community. As in the case of the economic
model, Chilean technopols also faced the conﬂicting need for change and,
at the same time, constitutional continuity in a context in which the
Concertación’s elected majorities were insuﬃcient to implement without
negotiation the reforms envisaged in its government programme.
It is important to remember that both economic and constitutional
continuity had been the subject of considerable research by diﬀerent
disciplines – economics in the ﬁrst case and political science and sociology in
the second – often using comparative analysis. Moreover, Chile’s transition




For two interesting interpretations of the Chilean model under the Concertación
governments, one of which is written by a technopol, see Gonzalo Martner, Remodelar el
modelo: reﬂexiones para el Bicentenario (Santiago: Lom, ); and Oscar Muñoz, El modelo
económico de la Concertación, –: ¿Reformas o cambio? (Santiago: Catalonia–
FLACSO, ).
The literature on these two issues most widely read not only by Chilean professional
sociologists, political scientists and economists but also by some political actors was
Alejandro Foxley, Experimentos neoliberales en América Latina (Santiago: CIEPLAN, ),
in economics; and Guillermo O’Donnell et al. (eds.), Transitions from Authoritarian Rule
(Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, ), in political science. Along with
many other references to studies that formed part of the mainstream of sociology, political
science and economics, these issues are clearly reﬂected in the hundreds of working papers
published by technopols avant la lettre in diﬀerent Chilean research centres during the s
which circulated among intellectuals and political leaders opposed to Pinochet. It is in these
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to democracy was the last political process of this type in South America,
giving the new civilian authorities and particularly the technopols a basis for
comparison from which to draw lessons. It was these prior experiences,
understood through reading, participation in international seminars and work
on research projects ﬁnanced by European and US agencies such as the Ford
Foundation, that helped to establish a ﬂuid exchange of ideas among experts in
the social sciences (all members of Chile’s opposition parties) and politicians
throughout most of the s. This is the genesis of those who would
subsequently become the technopols.
Technopols therefore constitute a speciﬁc group of agents that was formed
early in the s, bringing together ‘tech’ and ‘pol’ resources that permitted
the ready circulation of ideas about reform and government and facilitating
their common appropriation. In this way, the technopols who would occupy
positions in the frontline of government after  formed a group that
comprised:
.  professional social scientists (economists, sociologists and political
scientists) trained at prestigious international universities, who were
familiar with the mainstream of their respective disciplines and were
members of the parties who opposed the Pinochet dictatorship in the
s (this is the ‘tech’ dimension of their resources); and
. six political leaders who, though without prestigious university degrees,
beneﬁted from years of continuous interaction with social scientists
through which they became familiar with the main debates within these
disciplines.
This small group (see Table ), whose  members served as ministers and
undersecretaries (out of a total of  people who occupied these posts) at
diﬀerent times between  and , can be said to be the Concertación’s
foundational nucleus and, at the same time, the true cement behind a form of
collective leadership. The group’s speciﬁc characteristics are determined by






texts that the navigation charts (see below) and the goals of the ﬁrst Concertación
government (–) would have their origin.
Alfredo Joignant, ‘La politique des “transitologues”: luttes politiques, enjeux théoriques et
disputes intellectuelles au cours de la transition chilienne à la démocratie’, Politique et
Sociétés, :  (), pp. –.
Jeﬀrey Puryear, Thinking Politics: Intellectuals and Democracy in Chile, –
(Baltimore, MD, and London: Johns Hopkins University Press, ).
Two other people should be added: Eugenio Tironi and Mario Marcel, the former with a
PhD in sociology from the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales in Paris and a
member of the Party for Democracy, and the latter with a PhD in economics from
Cambridge University and a member of the Socialist Party. Both were extremely inﬂuential
in their respective parties and the Concertación as a whole between  and .
Although neither served as minister or undersecretary, Tironi established his position as a
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Table . Technopols by Date of Birth and Party Membership
–
–
–
–

–
–

–
–

Edgardo Boeninger (PDC)
–
Luis Maira (PDC, IC, PS)
Ricardo Lagos* (PPD-PS)
Alejandro Foxley (PDC)
Enrique Correa (PDC, MAPU, PS)
José Joaquín Brunner (MAPU, PS, PPD)
Genaro Arriagada (PR, PDC)
Angel Flisﬁsch (PS, PPD)
Jorge Arrate (PS)
José Miguel Insulza (PDC, MAPU, PS)
José Antonio Viera-Gallo (MAPU, PPD, PS)
Carlos Ominami (MIR, PS)
Mario Fernández (PDC)
Juan Gabriel Valdés (MAPU, PS)
Ricardo Solari (PS)
Ignacio Walker (PDC)
Alvaro García (MAPU, PS, PPD)
René Cortázar (PDC)
Gonzalo Martner (MIR, PS)
Carolina Tohá (PPD)

Note: This table shows the technopols’ membership of diﬀerent political parties in
chronological order, with bold type indicating the party to which they belonged during their
period in government.
Acronyms: PDC: Partido Demócrata Cristiano (Christian Democrat Party); IC: Izquierda
Cristiana (Christian Left); PS: Partido Socialista (Socialist Party); MAPU: Movimiento de
Acción Popular Unitaria (Unitarian Popular Action Movement); PPD: Partido por la
Democracia (Party for Democracy); MIR: Movimiento de Izquierda Revolucionaria
(Revolutionary Leftist Movement); PR: Partido Radical (Radical Party).
* Ricardo Lagos is a special case in that he is the only technopol recognised as a member by
both the PPD and the PS.

the convergence of the two types of resources internalised by its agents – and
at the same time, this is the origin of the competence that was used to govern
politically through ideas. These ideas took the form of ‘cognitive maps’ for
directing the policy-making process, which meant retranslating disciplinary

technopol as director of the Secretariat for Communications and Culture (–) and
subsequently as a strategist for the Concertación’s presidential campaigns and a key ﬁgure in
the preparation of its government programmes. Similarly, Marcel served as director of the
Budget Oﬃce (–) and participated actively in drawing up a number of the coalition’s
economic programmes. Finally, both played a leading role in determining the positions
adopted by their respective parties. However, since neither served as minister or
undersecretary (the two government positions used here to identify technopols) they are
not included in the analysis below.
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knowledge into political language so it could be adopted by the general
universe of Concertación legislators and party leaders.
The systematic study of these  technopols serves to explain their political
performance and homogeneity over two decades, shifting the focus onto the
collective leadership provided by a speciﬁc group of agents and away from an
institutional analysis that ‘does not evaluate the performance of individuals
responsible for making or implementing policy’. As indicated above, in order
to explain the technopols’ competence, it is essential to understand their
practices in the areas where technocratic rationality met the political logic of
public policies and government positions. This represents a research strategy
that goes far beyond the work of Hira, who studied the educational
qualiﬁcations of the leaders of a number of countries around the world
between  and  and concludes that ‘in the developing world there has
been a notable rising importance of economics as a background for leaders in
Latin America, Africa, and Asia’. It is therefore clearly necessary to describe
these  technopols as precisely as possible in order to deﬁne the resources they
share, the similarities (in French, homologies) between their careers and the
political competence they have in common.
Homologous Resources, Elective Aﬃnities and Collective Leadership
The ﬁrst aspect to be considered, as well as the fact that the technopols are
predominantly male, is that of the common socialising experiences of this
small group of agents. This is achieved by dividing them by date of birth and
setting out the political parties to which they successively belonged (see
Table ). They are classiﬁed in eight ﬁve-year age groups. Five years is the approximate period required for an undergraduate degree at a Chilean university
and was chosen on the assumption that this is where some of these individuals
met. The largest group (seven technopols) corresponds to those born between  and , followed by –, – and –.







Silva captures this function of translating ‘the points of agreement and disagreement’ very
well, but restricts it to ‘technical language’ in circumstances in which this role also targeted
politicians whose competence only allowed them to accept political arguments expressed in
political language: Patricio Silva, In the Name of Reason: Technocrats and Politics in Chile
(University Park, PA: Penn State University Press, ), p. . According to Axelrod, the
study of cognitive maps helps to reveal the systems of belief of political leaders and policymakers: Robert Axelrod, Structure of Decision: The Cognitive Maps of Political Elites
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, ).
Stein et al., La política de las políticas públicas, p. .
Anil Hira, ‘Should Economists Rule the World? Trends and Implications of Leadership
Patterns in the Developing World, –’, International Political Science Review, : 
(), p. .
Until , most undergraduates studied at either the University of Chile or the Catholic
University, generally at their campuses in Santiago.
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Only three of the  do not fall into one of these periods: Edgardo Boeninger
(–), Gonzalo Martner (–) and Carolina Tohá (–).
There was great dynamism in Chilean political life from the mid-s
onwards, when at least three new political forces were created: the Movimiento
de Izquierda Revolucionaria (Revolutionary Leftist Movement, MIR) in ,
the Movimiento de Acción Popular Unitaria (Unitarian Popular Action
Movement, MAPU) in  and the Izquierda Cristiana (Christian Left, IC)
in . Accordingly,  of the  technopols were party immigrants who had
belonged to two or even three parties before entering government after .
Half of them were at some point, or still are, part of the Partido Demócrata
Cristiano (Christian Democrat Party, PDC), giving this party an important
role in fostering the emergence of technopols, followed by the MAPU and,
in two cases, by the MIR. At the same time, the MAPU serves as a bridge
or springboard to deﬁnitive membership of left-wing parties. Out of six technopols who belonged to this party, two had previously been members of the
PDC, four eventually joined the Partido Socialista (Socialist Party, PS) and
two joined the Partido por la Democracia (Party for Democracy, PPD). In all,
out of the  technopols, six ﬁnally became members of the PDC, nine
became members of the PS and four became members of the PPD, while one
was a member of both the PS and the PPD – in other words, three of the four
parties that founded the Concertación.
Given that the technopols became party members at an early age (usually at
university), it is interesting to note that, for  of them, this happened at
either the University of Chile (UCH) or the Catholic University (UC) (see
Table ). This conﬁrms the importance of these universities as arenas for
political socialisation and breeding grounds for political leaders (this is
equivalent to a ﬁrst homologie of position, in this case as the start of a party
career). Given the short period represented by each quintile, we can see that a
number of these agents became acquainted early in life because they studied at
the same university and, particularly, because they often undertook the same
type of studies. The clustering and similarity of professional career choices is,
in fact, extremely marked. Eight of the technopols are lawyers and seven are
economists, and they have a clear tendency to hold postgraduate degrees or
PhDs from overseas universities. These are generally in political science (six
out of eight) in the case of the lawyers, and to a lesser extent, economics in the
case of the economists (ﬁve out of seven). The literature shows that, in a
number of Latin American countries, including Chile, there has been a clear
displacement of the legal elite by the economic elite. In the case of Chilean



However, one of them, Alejandro Foxley, took his undergraduate degree at the Catholic
University of Valparaíso rather than Santiago.
Dezalay and Garth, The Internationalisation of Palace Wars.

Table . Technopols’ Initial Profession, Rational Resources (‘Tech’) and Political Resources (‘Pol’) Before and After Spending Time
in Government
Technopol

Profession

Edgardo
Boeninger

Civil engineer (UC),
economist (UCH)

Luis Maira

Law degree (UCH)

Ricardo
Lagos

Lawyer (UCH)

Alejandro
Foxley

Academic credentials
(rational resources)

Political resources before
time in government

Positions in government

Political resources after
time in government

Incomplete political
science studies at UCLA
(US); ex-rector, UCH
Professor at CIDE
(Mexico) and author of
numerous books on
international relations
PhD economics, Duke
University (US)

Vice-president, PDC

Minister, President’s Oﬃce
( March – March )

Senator

Deputy member of the
Central Committee, IC;
secretary-general, PS

Minister, planning ( March –
 Sep. )

Ambassador

Member of the Central
Committee, PS

President of Chile

Chemical civil engineer
(UC of Valparaíso)

PhD economics, University
of Wisconsin (US)

No party leadership
positions

Enrique
Correa

Philosopher (UC)

Ex-director, FLACSO

Member of the Central
Committee, MAPU

Minister, education ( March –
 March ); minister, public
works ( March – Aug.
)
Minister, ﬁnance ( March –
March ); minister, foreign
aﬀairs ( March – March
)
Minister, Government Oﬃce
( March – March )

José Joaquín
Brunner

Law degree (UC)

PhD sociology, Leiden
University (Holland);*
ex-director, FLACSO

Member of the Central
Committee, PS

Minister, Government Oﬃce
( Sep. – Aug. )

Genaro
Arriagada

Lawyer (UCH)

Author of numerous books
on civil–military relations

Secretary-general, PDC

Minister, President’s Oﬃce
( March – Sep. )

President, PDC;
senator
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Member of the
Central Committee,
PS
Member of several
high-level
government
commissions
Ambassador

Technopol

Profession

Political resources before
time in government

Angel
Flisﬁsch

Lawyer (UCH)

MA political science,
University of Michigan
(US)

Member of the Central
Committee, PS

Jorge Arrate

Economist (UCH)

MA economics, Harvard
University (US)

President, PS

José Miguel
Insulza

Lawyer (UCH)

MA political science,
University of Michigan
(US)

Member of the Central
Committee, PS

José Antonio
Viera-Gallo
Carlos
Ominami

Lawyer (UC)

MA political science,
ILADES (Chile)
PhD economics, University
of Paris X Nanterre
(France)
PhD political science,
University of Heidelberg
(Germany)

Member of the Central
Committee, PS
Member of the Central
Committee, PS

Mario
Fernández

Economist (UCH)
Lawyer (UCH)

Member of the National
Council, PDC

Positions in government

Political resources after
time in government

Undersecretary, President’s Oﬃce (
April – June );
undersecretary, Air Force ( Nov.
– March );
undersecretary, Navy ( March
– March );
undersecretary, foreign aﬀairs ()
Minister, education ( Sep. –
March ); minister, labour (
March – Aug. ); minister,
Government Oﬃce ( Aug. –
June )
Minister, foreign aﬀairs (
Sep. – June ); minister,
President’s Oﬃce ( June –
March ); minister, interior
( March – May )
Minister, President’s Oﬃce (
March – March )
Minister, economy ( March
– Sep. )

Ambassador

Undersecretary, Air Force ( March
– March  and  March
– Nov. );
undersecretary, war ( Dec. –
April ); minister, defence (
March – Jan. ); minister,
President’s Oﬃce ( Jan. –
March )

Ambassador; member
of the Constitutional
Court

Ambassador

Secretary-general,
OAS

Member of the
Constitutional Court
Senator; vicepresident, PS
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Table  (cont.)
Academic credentials
(rational resources)

Juan Gabriel
Valdés

Lawyer (UC)

PhD political science,
Princeton University
(US)
Training programme for
researchers, FLACSO
(Chile)

Member of the Central
Committee, PS

Minister, foreign aﬀairs ( June
– March )

Ambassador

Ricardo
Solari

Economist (UCH)

Member of the Central
Committee, PS

Vice-president, PS

PhD political science,
Princeton University
(US)
PhD economics, University
of California, Berkeley
(US)

Member of the National
Council, PDC

Undersecretary, President’s Oﬃce (
March – March );
minister, labour ( March –
April )
Minister, foreign aﬀairs (
Sep. – March )

Ignacio
Walker

Lawyer (UC)

Alvaro García

Economist (UC)

Member of the
General Council,
PPD; mayoral
candidate (defeated)

Economist (University
of Paris I, France)

PhD economics, University
of Paris X Nanterre
(France)

Member of the Central
Committee, PS

Carolina
Tohá

Political scientist

Member of the General
Council, PPD

René
Cortázar

Economist (UC)

PhD political science,
University of Milan
(Italy)
PhD economics, MIT
(US)

Undersecretary, planning ( March
– July ); minister,
economy ( March – Aug.
); minister, energy ( Jan.
– Aug. ); minister,
President’s Oﬃce ( March –
 Jan. )
Undersecretary, regional development
( March – March );
undersecretary, President’s Oﬃce (
Jan. – March )
Undersecretary, Government Oﬃce
( March – July );
minister, Government Oﬃce ()
Minister, labour ( March –
March ); minister,
transportation ( March –
March )

Gonzalo
Martner

Member of the Junta
Nacional, PDC

President, PS

President, PPD
Member of the
National Council,
PDC
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Acronyms: UC: Catholic University; UCH: University of Chile.
* Obtained after his time in government.

Member of the General
Council, PPD

Senator; president,
PDC
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technopols, however, this view needs to be qualiﬁed to take account of the fact
that lawyers, rather than being passively displaced, adopted a strategy of
reconversion to political science while economists continued to train within
their original discipline. In all, just over half the technopols have a doctorate
and four hold a Master of Arts degree.
During the s, Chilean technopols converged not in universities but
in independent research centres such as the Corporación de Investigaciones
Económicas para América Latina (Economic Research Corporation for
Latin America, CIEPLAN), the Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias
Sociales (Latin American Social Sciences Faculty, FLACSO), the Centro de
Estudios del Desarrollo (Development Studies Centre, CED), the Instituto
Latinoamericano de Estudios Transnacionales (Latin American Institute for
Transnational Studies, ILET) and SUR Profesionales. There they carried out
political and social research often as part of programmes of international
scientiﬁc cooperation and supported by a strategy of networks with US and
other Latin American academics. This international insertion gave these
agents a high degree of mobility within the region and in the United States,
with frequent participation in roundtables and seminars in the social sciences
that generally led to publications on a wide range of subjects. Two of these
topics were to have political importance in Chile: on the one hand, freemarket reforms and the conditions for their political viability, and on the
other, processes of transition to democracy. This is the origin of the leading
role that would be played by the technopols in uniting the opposition to the
dictatorship after years of exchange with some of its main political leaders and,
subsequently, in governing.
Once the origin, method of acquisition and use of scarce knowledge (‘tech’
resources) have been established, along with the form of access to party
membership (genesis of ‘pol’ resources), it is necessary to underline the importance of the technopols’ political capital. Out of the ,  served as party
leaders at a national level at some point in their political careers, either individually or as part of a collective body (Central Committee, General Council or
National Council). The only exception is Alejandro Foxley, who served in
the s as deputy director of the PDC’s technical department and, in the
s, as head of its economic team. The fact that these were technical posts,
not positions of political leadership, puts Foxley rather in the ‘political
technocrat’ category deﬁned by Camp, or, in other words, makes him an agent
with outstanding professional skills in the ﬁeld of economics and important




This information and that used below was gathered through a survey of the  technopols
(to which nine replied) and completed using secondary biographic information contained in
media ﬁles and public archives.
I am very grateful to Alejandro Foxley for the information he provided me with privately.
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political capacities that had yet to be reﬂected in positions of party leadership. Given that, throughout the literature, Foxley is recognised as an
inﬂuential political and technical agent, this anomaly of the lack of a party
post prior to becoming a minister can be seen as an initial condition of a career
that would subsequently make a technopol of him. Moreover, ten of these
agents served as either president of their party (four), as vice-president (four),
as secretary-general (three) or in two of these three positions (one), with just
under half (four) of these holding their posts before entering government and
six doing so after serving as minister or undersecretary. This raises the question
of whether it was prior party inﬂuence that explained their access to government posts or whether having served as minister or undersecretary subsequently allowed them to become president, vice-president or secretary-general
of their party. In order to answer this question, it is important to bear in mind
that technopols served as part of a party’s collective national leadership before
the start of the transition to democracy, providing evidence of their early
acquisition of political resources. The ability to inﬂuence party life can also be
readily explained indirectly, usually by one or more party leaders sponsoring
the agent’s entry into government. This, in turn, allowed the technopol to
inﬂuence the party using the support of those who contributed to his or her
career in government. As a result, the technopols’ sources of power consist of,
on the one hand, prestigious university qualiﬁcations that certify their internalisation of scarce knowledge (or, as a substitute, the study of certain relevant
political issues), and, on the other, the acquisition of party resources (by having
held leadership positions) or sponsorship by some party leader.
Political competence, resources and ways of distribution in government posts
On the basis of these two types of resources (‘tech’ and ‘pol’), which constitute
a certain idea of political competence, the technopols’ participation in
government can be divided into two types of post: that of minister and that of
undersecretary in three types of ministry (‘political’, ‘economic’ and ‘social’).







Roderic Ai Camp, Political Recruitment across Two Centuries: Mexico, – (Austin,
TX: University of Texas Press, ), pp. , .
To the extent that Foxley is explicitly characterised as a technopol in Domínguez, Technopols.
Four of the nine technopols who answered the survey indicated that, as well as having
beneﬁted from sponsorship by their party, they also received ‘the support of an important
leader’ for the post of minister or undersecretary.
With some minor modiﬁcations, this characterisation of the Chilean ministries is consistent
with the approach adopted by David Altman in ‘Political Recruitment and Candidate
Selection in Chile, –: The Executive Branch’, in Peter M. Siavelis and Scott
Morgenstern (eds.), Pathways to Power: Political Recruitment and Candidate Selection in
Latin America (University Park, PA: Penn State University Press, ), pp. –.
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Table . Types of Ministries and Undersecretariats Occupied by Technopols,
–
Ministries
POLITICAL
Interior:  ()
President’s
Oﬃce:  ()
Government
Oﬃce:  ()
Foreign Aﬀairs:
 ()
Defence:  ()

ECONOMIC
Finance:
 ()
Economy:
 ()

Total
technopols

Total ministers in
 positions (%)

 ()

.

SOCIAL
Education:
 ()
Labour:  ()
Public Works:
 ()
Planning:
 ()
Energy:  ()
Transportation:
 ()

Total
undersecretaries
in  positions (%)

Undersecretariats
POLITICAL
ECONOMIC SOCIAL
President’s
Planning:
Oﬃce:  ()
 ()
Foreign
Aﬀairs:  ()
Air Force:  ()
Navy:  ()
Army:  ()
Regional
Development:
 ()
Government
Oﬃce:  ()
Total ministries and undersecretariats occupied
by technopols
Total ministers and undersecretaries
Percentage of technopols in total sample (%)

 ()

.



.

As shown in Tables  and , the distribution of technopols in government
clearly reﬂects certain patterns of appointment.
Table  shows the number of technopols serving in each position, along
with the total number of people who occupied the same post (in brackets).
The two columns on the right provide a summary by ministry and undersecretariat, indicating the number of technopols and the total number of
ministers or undersecretaries occupying the same posts. It can be seen that
Chilean technopols occupied an average of two posts each over the two
decades ( technopols for  posts as minister or undersecretary). More
signiﬁcantly, however,  of the  ‘political’ ministers were technopols. This
is particularly marked in the case of the Ministry for the President’s Oﬃce
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Table . Technopols by Presidential Period, –
Ministry

–

President’s
Oﬃce

E. Boeninger
(PDC)

Government
Oﬃce

E. Correa (PS)

Foreign
Aﬀairs

–
G. Arriagada
(PDC)
J. M. Insulza
(PS)
J. Arrate (PS)
J. J. Brunner
(PPD)
J. M. Insulza
(PS)
J. G. Valdés (PS)

Interior

A. Foxley (PDC)

Economy
Education

C. Ominami (PS)
R. Lagos
(PPD-PS)
J. Arrate (PS)

Labour
Public Works

C. Tohá
(PPD)
I. Walker
(PDC)

A. Foxley
(PDC)

R. Lagos
(PPD-PS)
President of
Chile
A. García (PPD)

J. Arrate (PS)
R. Solari (PS)
R. Lagos
(PPD-PS)
L. Maira (PS)
A. García (PPD)

Planning
Energy
Transportation
–
R. Solari (PS)

Government
Oﬃce
Foreign Aﬀairs
M. Fernandez
(PDC)
A. Flisﬁsch (PPD)

Defence: War
Regional
Development
Planning

J. A. VieraGallo (PS)

M. Fernández
(PDC)

Finance

Defence:
Air Force
Defence: Navy

A. García
(PPD)
M. Fernández
(PDC)

–

J. M. Insulza
(PS)

Defence

Undersecretariats
President’s Oﬃce

–

–
A. Flisﬁsch
(PPD)
J. M. Insulza
(PS)
A. Flisﬁsch
(PPD)
M. Fernández
(PDC)
M. Fernández
(PDC)

–
G. Martner
(PS)
C. Tohá (PPD)

R. Cortázar
(PDC)
–

A. Flisﬁsch
(PPD)
A. Flisﬁsch
(PPD)

G. Martner (PS)
A. García (PPD)
 technopols
in  posts

 technopols
in  posts

 technopols
in  posts

 technopols
in  posts
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(six technopols out of a total of  ministers, as well as three technopols who
served as undersecretaries). This reﬂects the ministry’s importance in the
policy-making process, given its role in coordinating not only the diﬀerent
government ministries but also relations with a Congress in which the rightwing opposition had the power of veto. It is no accident that Boeninger, who
headed this ministry from  to , was the agent who fostered a transactional style of government based on a road map (the famous ‘navigation
charts’) that had broad support among his technopol peers in this period. The
ideas behind the content of the navigation charts can be clearly seen in the
reserved reports prepared by the President’s Oﬃce, which were circulated
to technopol ministers in the political area of the government and to the
president. These reports (of which a total of  were prepared between 
and ) reveal the rationale of the Chilean technopols and their general
strategies for managing the transition to democracy, based on government use
of scientiﬁc knowledge (‘transitology’, dilemmas addressed using game theory,
comparative politics, and so forth) and its practical application in a logic of
agreement-building. Obviously, justifying this deﬁnition of what it means to
govern called for the disciplinary knowledge that the technopols had acquired
during the s through comparative research, as well as the type of political
competence required to implement it – that is, the ability to negotiate with
adversaries on the basis of a realistic judgment of what could feasibly be
undertaken and achieved and to translate the expected outcome of the
negotiations into the political language of non-technopols (senators, members
of the lower house and leaders of the Concertación political parties). It is this
type of political competence that was at the root of the technopols’ collective



These reports are held in the archive of Justicia y Democracia, the foundation created by
former president Patricio Aylwin.
This transactional way of governing was known as the ‘democracy of agreements’ and was
often justiﬁed using Lijphart’s work on consociational democracy – see Arend Lijphart,
Politics of Accommodation: Pluralism and Democracy in the Netherlands (Berkeley, CA:
University of California Press, ); and Democracy in Plural Societies: A Comparative
Exploration (New Haven: Yale University Press, ) – while the ‘navigation charts’ set out
goals that were feasible under a realistic assessment of the correlation of forces involved. The
content of these true road maps began to appear in , in ‘Informe de Análisis’, report of
the President’s Oﬃce, no.  ( May ), which set out their ‘keystones’ and the
concept of ‘successive waves of reforms’, while the term ‘navigation charts’ appeared six
months later in ‘Informe de Análisis’, report of the President’s Oﬃce, no.  ( Nov.
). For an ex-post rationalisation of the democracy of agreements and navigation charts,
see Edgardo Boeninger, Democracia en Chile: lecciones para la gobernabilidad (Santiago:
Editorial Andrés Bello, ). For a general reﬂection on the cognitive maps by two
technopols, see Angel Flisﬁsch, Ricardo Solari and Andrés Villar, Desarrollo y evolución de la
Concertación: liderazgos y sistemas decisionales. Las vidas de la Concertación (Santiago:
FLACSO, ). For an approximation of government use of scientiﬁc knowledge based on
a systematic study of these reports, see Alfredo Joignant, ‘La raison d’Etat: usages politiques
du savoir et gouvernement “scientiﬁque” des technopols au Chili (–)’, manuscript.
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leadership (referred to and criticised by some politicians as a ‘transversal
party’) and explains their presence in other political ministries.
This was the case with the Defence Ministry, where, curiously, only one
technopol was a minister, but four others headed the diﬀerent undersecretariats for long periods. This situation has a simple explanation in that
General Pinochet continued as the army’s commander-in-chief until ,
calling for special handling of the various civil–military crises that occurred in
the s, a need that became even more pressing after the former dictator’s
arrest in London. In addition, there was the sensitive issue of the dictatorship’s
violations of human rights, which often had to be broached with each branch
of the armed forces individually and always in a transactional way.
Similarly, in the Foreign Ministry, four out of eight ministers between 
and  were technopols while two served as undersecretary, reﬂecting the
growing realisation of the need for negotiation on a series of issues that posed a
threat both to Chile’s political stability (Pinochet’s arrest in London) and to
its interests with neighbouring countries (in a context of long-standing border
disputes).
The Finance Ministry warrants particular mention. It was headed by only
one technopol (Foxley) during the Aylwin administration, while two
technopols served as economy minister. However, although ﬁnance ministers
had long tenure (there were only ﬁve in  years), Foxley played an outstanding role, stabilising the conﬁdence of economic agents in the new political
authorities and promoting negotiated reform of the model. Moreover, he
established the key role of ﬁnance ministers in the policy-making process. This
would be maintained under subsequent administrations in a framework of
consensus on the need for limited reform of a social market economy model
through a programme of gradual, negotiated modiﬁcations based on consensus.
In the case of the ministries referred to here as ‘social’ ministries, the nine
technopols who served as minister and the one who served as undersecretary
reﬂected the need to contain conﬂicts, particularly in the Education Ministry





In this sense, ‘transversal party’ is the political neologism that serves to refer to the
community of technopols under the Aylwin government who were characterised by
unswerving loyalty to the president, over and above the diﬀerent political parties to which
they belonged. Camou is one of the few authors to use this local term to emphasise the
technopols’ role as ‘catalysts of consensus’: Antonio Camou, ‘Los consejeros del príncipe:
saber técnico y política en los procesos de reforma económica en América Latina’, Nueva
Sociedad,  (), p. .
In this area, the reserved reports prepared by the President’s Oﬃce provide valuable
information about the appropriation of the economic model by the Concertación through
gradual and cumulative reform. Indeed, it is no coincidence that practically all the reports
conclude with an economic chapter.
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and the Labour Ministry, in the face of predictable redistributive demands
during the early years of the transition to democracy.
As shown in Table , technopols had an important and stable presence in
the cabinet from  to  and were equally important from  to ,
but with more horizontal and vertical mobility between ministries and posts.
Their role then diminished slightly in – before becoming deﬁnitively
marginal in the Bachelet administration (–). These changes reﬂect the
diﬀerent types of diﬃculties and demands faced by each administration. It was
a matter of survival in –, the period in which the viability of the
transition to democracy was at stake, explaining the almost perfect stability of
the  technopols in the cabinet. The – period was all about
modernisation, although there were still diﬃculties in the transition to
democracy, explaining the shifting presence of the ten technopols in  posts.
Modernising reforms in justice and education were ‘contaminated’ by the
arrest of Pinochet in London and the Asian crisis. The – period saw the
conclusion of the transition in a context of the creation of redistributive
welfare policies, with the technopols becoming less important following the
stabilisation of civil–military relations and the approval of the last important
constitutional reforms in . The – administration enjoyed
democratic normality in a framework of ongoing redistributive reforms and
the creation of a small welfare state, relegating the technopols to an ever more
marginal role.


This was reﬂected in the diﬀerent reports issued by the President’s Oﬃce in systematic eﬀorts
to abort diﬀerent types of social conﬂict, ranging from strikes in the public sector to
radicalisation of the Central Unitaria de Trabajadores (Workers’ United Centre, CUT), the
main umbrella trade union organisation. These are what Posner refers to as the
‘demobilisation policies’ implemented during Concertación governments: Paul W. Posner,
‘Popular Representation and Political Dissatisfaction in Chile’s New Democracy’, Journal of
Interamerican Studies and World Aﬀairs, :  (), pp. –; and ‘Local Democracy and
the Transformation of Popular Participation in Chile’, Latin American Politics & Society, :
 (), pp. –. On this topic, see Alfredo Joignant, ‘Political Parties in Chile: Stable
Coalitions, Inert Democracy’, in Kay Lawson and Jorge Lanzaro (eds.), Political Parties and
Democracy, vol. : The Americas (Santa Barbara: Praeger, ), pp. –. It is important to
note, however, that this political approach had the backing of the Concertación parties and a
high level of union discipline, and was not merely the result of a cynical strategy on the part
of the technopols. In any case, this strategy of contention took account of the diﬃculties
experienced in transitions in Spain, Poland and other Latin American countries during the
s, as demonstrated by the numerous studies prepared by Chilean technopols before
taking up government posts: Angel Flisﬁsch, ‘Reﬂexiones en torno a la proposición: la
libertad económica es condición necesaria de la libertad política’, Material de Discusión
FLACSO, no.  () (on Poland); ‘Algunas hipótesis sobre la relación entre intelectuales
y partidos políticos en Chile’, Documento de Trabajo FLACSO, no.  () (on
Uruguay); ‘Hacia un realismo político distinto’, Documento de Trabajo FLACSO, no. 
(); and ‘Consenso democrático en el Chile autoritario’, Documento de Trabajo
FLACSO, no.  () (on Spain, Argentina and Bolivia).
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What explains the decline in the role of the technopols from one
administration to another? My hypothesis is that they played a leading role in
the early development of the transition to democracy because their political
competence and mental universe were well suited to the issues it raised.
Indeed, it is this group which must take the credit both for having provided
the governments, particularly the ﬁrst two Concertación administrations, with
a road map and for having supported them during the most critical events that
called for negotiation with the armed forces. The same can also be said of
relations with business since it was the technopols, especially Cortázar and
Foxley, to whom it fell to negotiate reforms of the economic model, such as
increases in VAT and changes to labour laws, precisely because these were
issues that could pose a risk to both the country’s economic stability and the
continuity of the government coalition itself. This role lost importance under
the Lagos government and, particularly, that of Bachelet, since the issues
became ever less transitional and more characteristic of a democracy on the
road to deﬁnitive normalisation. In this sense, it is no accident that the last
constitutional reforms in  were negotiated by a technopol (José Miguel
Insulza) under the presidency of another technopol (Ricardo Lagos). Nor is it
an accident that the crisis caused at the beginning of the Bachelet government
by the reform of Santiago’s public transport system (Transantiago) was
addressed by the appointment of a technopol (Cortázar) as transport minister
or, similarly, that another technopol (Viera-Gallo) was appointed to the
President’s Oﬃce in order to give negotiating capacity to a government in
which the dilemmas of the transition no longer predominated. This means
that the technopols formed a group of agents that was suited to governing
during the transition and in crises, but not to leading a coalition government
in a consolidated democracy.
Among the  technopols, it is also possible to identify a smaller subgroup
with a great capacity for staying in government. To this end, Table  identiﬁes
the technopols who demonstrated a high level of ‘security in leadership’ using
an index developed by Tiberghien. For this author, ‘security in leadership’ is
one of the four components of the political autonomy enjoyed by certain
categories of agents. In this paper, security in leadership is represented by the
weight and length of a technopol’s government, legislative and party career as
measured by ﬁve indicators: the number of government posts held (as minister
or undersecretary); the number of legislative posts (as senator or lower house
representative) to which the agent was elected or appointed; the number of
individual party leadership posts held; the total time served in government
posts; and ﬁnally, the total time served in legislative posts.


Yves Tiberghien, Entrepreneurial States: Reforming Corporate Governance in France, Japan
and Korea (Ithaca, NY, and London: Cornell University Press, ).
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Table . Security in Leadership of the Principal Technopols, –

Technopol
José Miguel
Insulza (PS)
Edgardo
Boeninger
(PDC)*
Alejandro
Foxley**
(PDC)
Ricardo
Lagos***
(PPD-PS)
Mario
Fernández
(PDC)
José Antonio
VieraGallo**** (PS)
Alvaro García
(PPD)
Jorge Arrate
(PS)
Angel Flisﬁsch
(PPD)
Carlos
Ominami (PS)
Carolina Tohá
(PPD)

Number of
government
posts

Number of
legislative
posts

Number of
individual
party
leadership
posts



–

–

 years

–







 years

 years







 years

 years



–



 years

–



–

–

 years

–





–

 years

 years



–

–

 years

–



–



 years

–



–

–

 years

–







 years

 years







 years

 years

Time served in
government
posts

Time
served in
legislative
posts

* Edgardo Boeninger served as a non-elected senator from  to .
** Alejandro Foxley served as an elected senator from  to .
*** In the case of Ricardo Lagos, the presidency of Chile (–) is considered just another
government post as regards the time served.
**** José Antonio Viera-Gallo served as a lower house representative (and president of the
lower house) and as an elected senator from  to .

As can be seen in Table ,  of the  technopols demonstrate an
important degree of security in leadership, holding political posts in one, two
or three spheres (government, legislative and party). In other words, they are
agents with a great capacity for mobility between posts within one sphere and
between positions in diﬀerent spheres. It is interesting to note that ﬁve of the
 technopols were lower house representatives or senators and that, of these,
four joined the legislature after serving as ministers while one took the reverse
route. This is in an arena where political negotiating and translation
competences were extremely relevant, making this group of legislators a bridge
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Table . The Technopol Elite, – (by Number of Mentions)
‘Name of people with most inﬂuence in the
government of Patricio Aylwin’ (–)
‘Name of people with most inﬂuence in the
government of Eduardo Frei’ (–)
‘Name of people with most inﬂuence in the
government of Ricardo Lagos’ (–)
‘Name of people with most inﬂuence in the
government of Michelle Bachelet’ (–)
‘Name of people who have most inﬂuenced
you throughout your government career’
‘Name of people who have had most inﬂuence
in the country since ’

Enrique Correa (PS,  mentions)
Edgardo Boeninger (PDC,  mentions)
Alejandro Foxley (PDC,  mentions)
Carlos Figueroa (PDC,  mentions)
Eduardo Aninat (PDC,  mentions)
Raúl Troncoso (PDC,  mentions)
José Miguel Insulza (PS,  mentions)
José Miguel Insulza (PS,  mentions)
Nicolás Eyzaguirre (PPD,  mentions)
Ernesto Ottone (independent, 
mentions)
Andrés Velasco (independent, 
mentions)
Edgardo Boeninger (PDC,  mentions)
Ricardo Lagos (PPD-PS,  mentions)
Enrique Correa (PS,  mentions)
Ricardo Lagos (PPD-PS,  mentions)
Edgardo Boeninger (PDC,  mentions)

Notes: All open questions. The names of the technopols are set in bold type to distinguish
them from other agents who were inﬂuential in the diﬀerent presidential periods.

between the government and the Concertación parties in Congress. Of course,
the security in leadership in government positions shown by some technopols
is less than that of others, but as a general rule, the technopols stand out
because of the political and hierarchical importance of their posts and the
period of time for which they occupied those posts. In other words, Table 
approximately reﬂects the extent to which this subgroup of agents was central
to politics.
The security in leadership of four of these  key agents is conﬁrmed by
their technopol colleagues, and through six questions asked to the  technopols and answered by nine (Table ), it is possible to identify an inner circle
of technopols.
In each presidential period (except the ﬁrst), the names mentioned in
response to these questions include ministers (and a presidential adviser,
Ottone) who did not form part of the group of technopols. However, there are
ﬁve technopols whose names recur: Boeninger (PDC), Foxley (PDC), Lagos
(PPD-PS), Insulza (PS) and Correa (PS). Out of these ﬁve agents, I found
that, in four cases, their security in leadership was conﬁrmed by the perception


This method of identifying the inner circle takes its inspiration from the strategy of
Kadushin, which consisted of a battery of questions for identifying France’s small ﬁnancial
elite that was the focus of recognition and admiration among its peers: Charles Kadushin,
‘Friendship Among the French Financial Elite’, American Sociological Review, :  (),
pp. –.
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of their peers. In answer to the question about the technopol who most
inﬂuenced those surveyed during their career in government, the number of
agents drops to three, and in response to the question as to who has had most
inﬂuence in the country since , to only two. This indicates that the 
technopols eﬀectively exercised collective leadership, based on elective aﬃnities
with roots in their ‘tech’ and ‘pol’ resources and a political competence that
gave them a central role during two decades of government, and that this
group produced its own elite. In view of the existence of this community of
agents, it is important not to lose sight of some institutional aspects of Chile’s
presidentialism that were used by the technopols to consolidate their
leadership. In this sense, Chile’s highly presidential system, as well as the
institutional features of the public policies within it, provided an ideal
framework for the eﬀective deployment of the technopols’ political
competence.
Indeed, in Chile the head of state has broad powers of legislative initiative,
the eﬀectiveness of which depends on their strategic use to set debate priorities
in Congress. Their use was guided by the road maps which were drawn up
during the Aylwin government and whose goals were updated by the
technopols in each presidential period. Although the ﬁrst democratic
government (–) beneﬁted particularly from the Concertación’s
extraordinary discipline in implementing its road map, there is no doubt
that this was a constant feature of the way in which the coalition worked, given
that Chile has one of the highest rates of ministerial stability as well as of
approval of legislative initiatives presented by the executive as compared to a
select group of Latin American countries (Tables  and ).
This is the institutional background to the political performance of Chile’s
technopols, but these ﬁgures do not just reﬂect the intrinsic characteristics of
this small group of powerful agents. The deeper explanation for their long
predominance lies in the virtuous interaction between their resources and
their competence, the properties of public policies and of government
institutions, and this is a clue to avoiding the trap of the ‘heroic illusion’ which
sees the performance of the technopols as a strategic rationality disembodied
from the social properties that make them a particular group with a lasting





In the case of Enrique Correa (PS), a technopol who served as a minister only between 
and  and never as a member of Congress or party leader, this shows that his inﬂuence
was maintained from other spheres (that of consultant and informal adviser to the country’s
presidents). This suggests that the technopols’ inﬂuence can be perpetuated over time from
spheres that are not always reﬂected in the occupation of formal positions of political power.
However, this indicator needs to be qualiﬁed since this rate of approval does not take account
of the technopols’ power to abort executive initiatives when these lacked suﬃcient support
among the Concertación parties as well as the opposition.

Table . Key Features of Chilean Public Policies as Compared to Six other Latin American Countries
Key features of public policies
Country

Adaptability

Implementation
and enforcement

Coordination
and coherence

Public
regardedness

Eﬃciency

Index of policies

High
High
High
High
High
High
Low

High
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
Medium

High
High
High
High
High
High
Low

High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low

High
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium

High
Medium
Medium
High
High
Medium
Low

Very high
High
High
High
High
High
Low

Source: Adapted from Stein et al., La política de las políticas públicas, p. .
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Chile
Brazil
Colombia
Costa Rica
Mexico
Uruguay
Argentina

Stability
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Table . Chilean Cabinet Instability as Compared to Six other Latin
American Countries
Rate of adoption of legislative
initiatives proposed by the
executive
Country
Chile
Brazil
Colombia
Costa Rica
Mexico
Uruguay
Argentina

Cabinet instability (average number of
ministers per ministry, –)

Period

Approval rate (%)

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

–
–
–
–
–
–
–









Source: Adapted from Stein et al., La política de las políticas públicas, pp. , .

dominance. It is, however, important to place this Chilean group of
technopols in the already long history of technocracy. As Silva’s recent book
demonstrates so clearly, the technocratic idea took very early root in Chile at
the end of the nineteenth century, creating fertile ground for all types of
reform experiments and tests by engineers, técnicos and economists under
diﬀerent governments. From this point of view the technopols are part of
the continuity of the history of technocracy in Chile, but we should not lose
sight of the unprecedented originality of the Chilean technopols since, as
I have argued, they constitute the only group of agents to deploy both
technical and political resources, allowing them to play a leading role for two
decades.
It is true that the category of ‘technopol’ is ideological, because of its connection with a programme of economic reforms (the Washington Consensus),
in spite of the good intentions of those who praise and promote those reforms.
However, I believe in the conceptual virtue of this category, and my goal was
to transform it into a useful concept for sociology and political science. Thus,
this paper does not aim to be an exhaustive study. It would also be important
to examine the forms of succession of the technopols within the political
parties and from within the government. All the signs are that this generation
of Chilean technopols is in marked decline and is probably headed for
extinction. In his last book, published just before his death, Boeninger
lamented that, ‘I do not more often see among ourselves the ﬁgures that, in the
United States, are referred to as technopols, that is technocrats who take on



Michel Dobry, Sociologie des crises politiques: la dynamique des mobilisations multisectorielles
(Paris: Presses de la Fondation Nationale des Sciences Politiques, ), pp. –.
Patricio Silva, In the Name of Reason.
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political roles or politicians with a strong technical background, who bring
together in the same person both aspects of eﬀective public action’.
Although technopols are present in the government of Sebastián Piñera
(–), both at the head of the state and in some ministries, they coexist
with government authorities drawn from the parties and, above all, from the
management of important private Chilean companies. Although a government of managers is not new in Chile – the government of Jorge Alessandri
(–) was known as the government of managers – the composition of
President Piñera’s ﬁrst cabinet could transform the technopols (ﬁrst among
whom is Cristián Larroulet, the minister for the President’s Oﬃce) into the
group that is able to articulate the party and managerial competences of a
government which is carrying on the tradition of the technocratic idea in
Chile and its relationship with politics.
Conclusion
This article has shown how a speciﬁc strategic elite was formed, setting out the
interaction between resources, political competence and methods of recruitment and appointment in the government between  and .
Although the multiplicity of positions from which some of these agents
beneﬁted is, as a general rule, a subject of research in itself – not least because
the simultaneous holding of two or more positions in two or more ﬁelds acts
as a ‘multiplier coeﬃcient of actions‘ – this article’s analysis of the ‘technical’
and ‘political’ resources of  ﬁgures who are notable for their careers and
competence gives greater sociological depth to the ‘technopol’ category. In this
sense, by returning to the elective aﬃnities that bound together this true
community of agents, it shows how the Chilean technopols formed and acted
as an inner circle – or, in other words, as a group of powerful agents whose
distribution in diﬀerent government posts over a period of  years allowed
them to provide transversal leadership to a coalition of centre-left parties. By
giving priority to a form of social loyalty to the community of their peers and
relativising political loyalty to their parties, the technopols formed a dominant
group in the name of both reason and political force, thereby emulating in
their own way Chile’s national motto, ‘By reason or force’ (‘Por la razón o la
fuerza’).





Edgardo Boeninger, Chile rumbo al futuro: propuestas para reﬂexionar (Santiago: Uqbar,
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naturaleza de los recursos ‘técnicos’ y ‘políticos’ de  agentes que sirvieron como
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liderazgo colectivo. Por lo tanto el artículo muestra que sólo los miembros de este
pequeño grupo poderoso pueden ser llamados ‘tecnopols’ ya que sólo ellos mostraron
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